it is not the earth I will miss,
it is you I will miss.

they say
ten
thousand
years.

SOURCES

It is claimed that nuclear waste
will remain dangerous for ten
thousand years. Although this
simplifies and understates the
danger, ten thousand years
is still almost impossible to
imagine. The difficulty suggests
a need for caution. Ten
thousand years is also the span
over which we’ve had climate
stability, allowing civilisation to
develop.
‘They Say Ten Thousand Years’
looks back at the strategies of
New Zealand's Nuclear Free
movement through the lens of
the current struggle to avert
catastrophic climate change.
The exhibition considers cultures
of protest alongside warning
signs for nuclear waste, and
investigates the role which visual
insignia play both in conveying
danger and in mobilising political
opposition.
This project draws on the work
of phtographer Gil Hanly including depicting her archives,
which chronicle the centrality
of the women’s movment, the
rise of the Maori sovereignty
movement, and the participation
of trade unions, churches and
countless other
peace groups,
to the success of the Nuclear
Free Movement in Aotearoa.
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Louise Glück, From the poem
‘Crossroads’ in A Village Life (2009).

I F IT IS SAFE;
DU M P IT I N TOK YO,
TE ST IT I N PAR IS,
STORE IT IN WASHINGTON,
B UT K E E P MY PACI FIC
N UCLEAR FR E E.
‘One of the most popular slogans of the
Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific
Movement’ - Peace Power & Politics. Maire
Leadbeater, (2013).

We had an intense sense of
outrage.
◆
Jane Cooper

David Lange was on the radio
and they were broadcasting a
debate from parliament, and he
said, if we don’t pass this law
….we will have anarchy, we will
have anarchy on the harbours
and in the streets. They would
never have got to that if it
wasn’t for the mass movement
supporting these actions.
◆
Anna Horne

Profitability is considered a sufficient answer to every objection.
‘Mother Country: Britain, the Welfare
State and Nuclear Pollution’. Marilynne
Robinson (1989).

It was a time when people
saw we had a collective
responsibility to save the globe,
to save the planet, if were going
to have the honor of living on
this planet we have to take
action …
◆
Tamsin Hanly

...To make people look at it in
a very personal way, what they
had at stake was their lives, their
children’s lives, grandchildren’s
lives and so on. And that
activated a whole layer of the
population that hadn’t formerly
been political
◆
Maire Leadbeater discussing Helen
Caldicott’s 1 983 lecture in Auckland.

I remember that people would
walk out crying from her
sessions, because it painted
such a dark picture of what
could happen to the world,
what had happened.
◆
Luise Brandt

None of us expected any support
at all really - the more pessimistic
of us - me
◆

They drafted a People’s Charter
which began: “The Pacific
peoples and their environment
continue to be exploited
because
Pacific
Islanders
are considered insignificant
in number and inferior as
peoples”.
Peace Power and
Leadbeater, (2013)

Politics.

Maire

An eighth of the surface of
the globe tied up in a zone
of sanity, that’s a marvelous
opportunity to declare where
we stood. It was symbolic.
John Hinchcliff Speaking in ‘Mururoa
1973’, A film by Alister Barry.

We as Maori women relate
these two issues, because of
the colonial powers and how
we have been threatened both
here in Aotearoa and in the
Pacific. We know that by joining
in solidarity, we build a stong
basis of networking in the
Pacific.
◆
Grace Robertson

Not everyone will meet their
Copenhagen pledges. Japan,
which unplugged its nuclear
energy following the disaster
at the Fukushima Daiichi power
plat, will fall behind.
‘Drawing China into the carbon-cutting
picture.’ New York Times International,
July 2nd, 2014.

Jimmy Keogh

Women were at the forefront of
the movement.
◆
Jane Cooper

On that day there were 20,000
women marching, which was
enormously profound for all of
us... Women from every range
of life in this country. It wasn’t
just radical people.
◆

She described it all in graphic
detail leaving nothing at all to
the imagination.
◆
Maire Leadbeater discussing Helen
Caldicott’s 1 983 lecture in Auckland.

What we’re dealing with here..
is an exercise in planning for
a nuclear catastrophe that is
fundamentally rhetorical. It’s
theatrical security, because the
preparations that are being
made by the Department of
Energy have no real chance
of succeeding. They satisfy
the public, however, because
they’re a symbol of control.
TEN THOUSAND YEARS sounds
like a long time, right? But in
terms of actually doing what
that mountain needs to do, ten
thousand years is useless. This
waste is going to be deadly for
tens of millions of years.*1
...we could see ‘Forbidding
Blocks’. Or we may see
‘Rubble Landscape’. We may
see ‘Irregular Grid’, ‘Spikes
in a Field’, ‘Landscape of
Thorns’, ‘Tall Leaning Stones’
... But what we are likely to see
instead, according to recent
reports from the Department
of Energy, is a small series of
twenty-foot-high monuments
at the site. They’ll be carved in
the shape of PYRAMIDS and
made from local granite.
On their surfaces will be
inscriptions in English about
the site, plus the date the waste
was buried, the date it will be
safe, and a small engraved
image in the apex of each stone
that reproduces the anguished
face from Edvard Munch’s The
Scream.*

TEN THOUSAND YEARS ago the
Pleistocene was ending. Sheets of
ice were stretched over Greenland
and Canada and Oregon and
Michigan and Ohio and New York
and Maine. They covered Finland
and Russia, Germany and Britain.
The Andes were fully covered,
and the Caucasus were fully
covered, and even the Himalayas,
to their peaks, were covered up.
Between these sheets were 5
million scattered human being,
living in small groups in which
they mainly hunted, gathered, and
had just begun to farm. They had
dogs but no sheep. Goats, but not
cows. Among them were woolly
mammoths, as well as sabertooths.
There were bears that could stand
almost twelve feet tall. There were
brand-new species of firs in the
ground.There was prairie grass
in deserts. A sea inside Iraq...
Back then we spent time making
knives out of stones. Spears and
harpoons and arrows and bows...
There wouldn’t be any paper for
for 6000 years. No coffee beans
or tea for 7000 years. No soap for
8000 years. No glass or books or
currency for more.*

◆
Speaking in ‘No Nukes are
Good Nukes; The Legacy of
New Zealand’s Anti-Nuclear
Movement. A documentary by
Claudia Pond Eyley.

*John

D’Agata’s 2010 book
‘About A Mountain’, investigates
Yucca mountain in Nevada as
a proposed storage site for
nuclear waste. D’Agata includes
the search for a sign - the
pyramid forms are eventually
chosen - that will attempt to
communicate to visitors up until
ten thousand years into the
future of the danger of the site.
Due to intense opposition the
Yucca mountain storage facility
was never built. However, the
high-level radioactive waste it
was designed to house remains,
and is currently stored on-site at
various nuclear facilities around
the US.
‘Peace Power and Politics’ by
Maire Leadbeater. Published
2013 by Otago University Press.
The Image overleaf is taken
from a list of peace orginisations
that appear in the back of the
book ‘Peace is more than the
absence of war.’ Photographs by
Gil Hanly, Text by Sonja Davies ...
[et al.] 1985, published by New
Women’s Press.

From John D’Agata’s 2010 book ‘About A
Mountain’, First quote from Bob Halstead, a
nuclear waste consultant for the state of Nevada

I just felt a normal person’s
indignation... I think I share a
normal person’s revolution.
Colin Marshal Speaking in ‘Mururoa
1973’, A film by Alister Barry.

Tamsin Hanly

Artists - we’re the ones with the
vision - we should form ourselves
into a more organized body.
◆
Margaret Lawlor Bartlett

Auckland was just alive with
people sharing information,
getting
motivated,
putting
pressure on the government.
◆
Luise Brandt

Jim Chapple

We sent letters and telegrams, we
just bombarded the politicians.
◆
Maire Leadbeater

We
were
all
physically
exhausted because we had
kids and jobs, we had a life to
get on with and our life was
being consumed.
Jim Chapple

And the movement grewm,
it was the combined effort
of many people... In those
days we had peace groups
meeting regularly in over
three hundred New Zealand
cities and towns.
◆

◆

My writing has perhaps taken
too much of the stain of my
anger and disappointment.
‘Mother Country: Britain, the Welfare
State and Nuclear Pollution’. Marilynne
Robinson(1989)
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